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Instrumental new works for flute, mixing classical, celtic, jazz, and new age. 10 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL:

Contemporary, NEW AGE: Ambient Details: Three times Number 1 on Payplay FM Contemporary Music

artists Branagan  Lozin go straight to the top of the charts with the title track "The Voyage of Dumuzi"

from their newly released album - "The Fluture". Holding the Number 1 position for Top Contemporary

Track, as well as the Top Classical Track and Top Ambient Electronic Track simultaneously as of 16th

August 2006. Congratulations from AURArecords EMBRACE THE JOURNEY OF THE FLUTURE From

the initial sublime opening as the musical mood embraces a unique experience with the Australian

Flautist Anthony Branagan, the multi award winning violinist and composer Mykl Lozin combines the

talents of Anthonys improvisational expertise in these brand new works together re-creating and

re-inventing many new elements in Flutology. These two remarkable and diverse artists capture the very

soul and spirit traveling alongside their magical journey that intertwines the classical, the Celtic, new age

and even post modern 20th century Flute genres in this exquisite studio production from AURArecords.

cat no: ASC203406CD Anthony Branagan - Flutes Mykl Lozin - Orchestral Arrangements, Synth

Programming, Percussion  Sfx. All works written by Mykl Lozin  Anthony Branagan  2005 Engineered and

Produced by Mykl Lozin Lozin, Branagan - Publishing Control 2005 Made in Australia

AURArecords.ozymusic AURArecords@theoffice.com.au All rights reserved  2005 AURArecords

Mermaid Beach Queensland 4218 Australia About the artist Mykl Lozin Since the early 70s Mykl has

been recording and writing music, he now appears on more than 100 albums and CDs worldwide. A triple

finalist in the USA Indie music awards for his original works to the recognition as being one of Australias

most versatile and eclectic violinists winning two Golden Fiddle Awards in 2005, is just an insight to his
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passion for music, teaching and live performance, involving many of Australias leading singers,

songwriters and recording artists.
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